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Abstract
Remote, in-memory key-value (RInK) stores such as Memcached [6] and Redis [7] are widely used in industry and are
an active area of academic research. Coupled with stateless
application servers to execute business logic and a databaselike system to provide persistent storage, they form a core
component of popular data center service architectures. We
argue that the time of the RInK store has come and gone: their
domain-independent APIs (e.g., PUT/GET) push complexity back to the application, leading to extra (un)marshalling
overheads and network hops. Instead, data center services
should be built using stateful application servers or custom
in-memory stores with domain-specific APIs, which offer
higher performance than RInKs at lower cost. Such designs
have been avoided because they are challenging to implement without appropriate infrastructure support. Given recent advances in auto-sharding [8, 9], we argue it is time to
revisit these decisions. In this paper, we evaluate the potential performance improvements of stateful designs, propose
a new abstraction, the linked, in-memory key-value (LInK)
store, to enable developers to easily implement stateful services, and discuss areas for future research.
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Introduction

Modern internet-scale services often rely on remote, inmemory, key-value (RInK) stores such as Redis [7] and Memcached [6] (Fig. 1). These stores serve at least two purposes.
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First, they may provide a cache over a storage system to
enable faster retrieval of persistent state. Second, they may
store short-lived data, such as per-session state, that does
not warrant persistence [25].
These stores enable services to be deployed using stateless
application servers [16], which maintain only per-request
state; all other state resides in persistent storage or in a
RInK store. Stateless application servers bring operational
simplicity: for example, any request may be handled by any
application server, which makes it easy to add and remove
application servers, to handle server failures, and to handle
skewed workloads.
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Figure 1. Stateless application servers with a RInK store (S+RInK).

A key property of RInK stores is that they provide a simple and domain-agnostic interface (e.g., PUT/GET of string
keys and string values, or manipulation of simple data structures such as lists). Because RInK stores handle well-defined
and simple operations, implementations have been able to
achieve extraordinarily high throughput and low latency [14,
18, 20, 24]. Moreover, the high performance of these stores
makes distributed caching challenges such as load balancing
relatively less important: even when a workload exhibits
skew, simply overprovisioning the RInK store can be viable.
On the other hand, the domain-agnostic interfaces of RInK
stores push cost and complexity back to the application
servers. For example, they force applications to repeatedly
convert their internal data structures between native language representations and strings, which imposes both a
CPU cost and a programmer burden. This problem is exacerbated when applications do not use the entirety of every
value retrieved from a RInK store, since bytes are needlessly
transferred only to be discarded. Finally, the network distance imposes a latency cost, particularly when large values
must be transferred or multiple round trips are needed.
We argue that these costs are under-appreciated and no
longer necessary, given recent improvements in auto-sharding

